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16 July 2020 
 
Dear Parents and Carers 
 
This is just a short note to finish end of this academic year, year like no other in my lifetime.  One that will 
not doubt take many years to recover from and worryingly may well hold more difficult times ahead.  It is 
though, easy when under pressure to see only the darker side of life, but I have got to an age where I have 
lived and experienced enough to know that there is always hope and things do always get better.  I just don’t 
know when…. 
 
We are making lots of changes to next year, all the basic hygiene and cleaning regimes, the Zones/Bubbles, 
postponing the start of GCSEs in Year 9, moving staff to accommodate their health care needs, changing the 
way we do many things on a day-to-day basis and we don’t know if these will all work.  We have though, two 
very simple thoughts at the centre of what we are planning: keep everyone as safe as we can and provide 
the broadest possible education to your children.  To this end we have a plan which will be on the website, 
but perhaps more importantly I know that this plan is not perfect and we will review it monthly.  I fear that 
there is the risk of unexpected consequences and we will need to really reflect on the zones, class bubbles, 
lunch, break time and the food service as we move through the first month.  We may well stop some mixing 
between different year groups, but we may also create a far from pleasant experience and I will need to 
weigh this up. 
 
At the moment I cannot see a way to organise and run the traditional parents’ evenings that we do, certainly 
not in the foreseeable future.  Open Evenings across the local authority for prospective parents have been 
cancelled and parents face making the choice of secondary school without every visiting them.  But, these 
evenings will come back at some point, we will find a way to do something akin to them and things will get 
better, because as communities, we always find a way. 
 
I know that I often say how proud I am to be the headteacher here, but I am.  I  am proud of my school, my 
students, my staff, my parents and my community and whilst it isn’t perfect and believe me, I do have the 
odd falling out, the bad days and hours are overwhelmed by the positives.  Even in the most trying of times, 
the world, our community, they are made up of really decent, honest and honourable people.  I cannot say 
that the last four months have been a pleasure, but it is a pleasure and a privilege to be a headteacher 
anywhere, but especially so here at Pensby. 
 
Thank you for your support and I promise you that we will do our very best to make next year and every year 
the best it can be for your children. 
 
Have a good summer, I wish you well. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mr K Flanagan 
Headteacher 


